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**Highlights**

- VC exhibited bactericidal and anti-biofilm effects on CR-hvKP
- The bactericidal effect of VC is associated with induction of ROS production
- VC acted as an efflux pump inhibitor to disrupt transportation of EPS and CPS
- VC could suppress the expression of virulence-associated genes in CR-hvKP
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SUMMARY

The emergence of carbapenem-resistant hypervirulent Klebsiella pneumoniae (CR-hvKP) causing high mortality in clinical patients infers the urgent need for developing therapeutic agents. Here, we demonstrated vitamin C (VC) exhibited strong bactericidal, anti-biofilm, and virulence-suppressing effects on CR-hvKP. Our results showed such a bactericidal effect is dose-dependent both in vitro and in the mouse infection model and is associated with induction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation. In addition, VC inhibited biofilm formation of CR-hvKP through suppressing the production of exopolysaccharide (EPS). In addition, VC acted as an efflux pump inhibitor at subminimum inhibitory concentration (sub-MIC) to disrupt transportation of EPS and capsular polysaccharide to bacterial cell surface, thereby further inhibiting biofilm and capsule formation. Furthermore, virulence-associated genes in CR-hvKP exposed to sub-MIC of VC were downregulated. Our findings indicated VC could be an effective and safe therapeutic agent to treat CR-hvKP infections in urgent cases when all current treatment options fail.

INTRODUCTION

Klebsiella pneumoniae is a notorious opportunistic pathogen which often causes multi-organ infections such as pneumonia, urinary tract infections, bacteremia, and liver abscesses (Paczosa and Mecsas, 2016). In the mid-1990s, hypervirulent K. pneumoniae (hvKP) that caused liver abscesses was first reported in Taiwan (Shon et al., 2013). The hvKP strain is significantly more virulent than the classic K. pneumoniae (cKP) strain because it could cause invasive and metastatic infections even in young, healthy individuals (Sellick and Russo, 2018). This variant of K. pneumoniae is now undergoing global dissemination and cases are being reported from Asia (Gu et al., 2018; Chen and Chen, 2021), Europe (Decré et al., 2011), the United States (Karlsson et al., 2019), Australia (Turton et al., 2007), and South Africa (Victor et al., 2007). Community-acquired infections because of hvKP are now regarded as a serious global threat, with rapid increase in incidence of infection cases (Namikawa et al., 2019). Antibiotic resistant cKP strains are also globally disseminated (Lee et al., 2016), but hvKP was reported to be rarely resistant to commonly used antibiotics, despite being intrinsically resistant to ampicillin (Lee et al., 2017). Previous studies showed that hypervirulent and antimicrobial-resistant populations of K. pneumoniae were largely nonoverlapping, yet a recent study reported the emergence of K. pneumoniae isolated with convergent hypervirulence and multidrug resistance (Zhang et al., 2016b). Most importantly, carbapenem-resistant hvKP (CR-hvKP) has emerged and caused fatal infections in hospital patients worldwide (Zhang et al., 2016a; Gu et al., 2018; Kalpoe et al., 2012; Borrer et al., 2011). The convergence of phenotypic drug resistance and hypervirulence represents an even more serious threat to human health, because infections caused by multidrug resistant hvKP have limited treatment options, especially those involving carbapenem-resistant hvKP (CR-hvKP), for which no effective therapeutic agents are available (Choby et al., 2020; Furlan et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2018).

Biofilm formed by HvKP strains may enhance the invasiveness of infection by allowing the organisms to colonize in gastrointestinal, respiratory, and urinary tracts (Piperaki et al., 2017). Biofilm also protects bacterial cells from immune defenses and antibiotics, resulting in the high-level resistance of hvKP to antimicrobial agents (Mah and O’toole, 2001). During the process of biofilm formation, exopolysaccharides (EPS) are produced and exported by bacterial cells, forming a matrix that protects the cells inside against the...
hostile environment and exposure to bioactive materials (Jung et al., 2013). Export of EPS across the inner membrane and subsequent translocation to cell surface are mainly mediated by efflux pumps (Schmid et al., 2015), inferring that inhibiting efflux activities may effectively disrupt biofilm formation of hvKP (Reza et al., 2019). On the other hand, the distinct virulence factors of hvKP include the siderophore systems which are functionally important for iron acquisition, capsule of the K1 and K2 capsular types, and the colibactin toxin (Choby et al., 2020). Among them, the capsule, which is comprised of high-molecular weight polysaccharide (CPS) and firmly attached to the bacterial cell surface, is the most studied virulence factor as it confers protection against the host immune response by inhibiting elicitation of early inflammatory signals (Paczosa and Mecsas, 2016). Hence, CPS has been considered a key target in development of therapeutics strategies and vaccine against hvKP (Opoku-Temeng et al., 2019).

Failure of existing antibiotics to eradicate CR-hvKP or attenuate its virulence level resulted in exhaustion of the last resort antibiotics (Zhao et al., 2019). There is an urgent need for therapeutic agents, especially those which are safe to mammalian cells and exhibit low tendency to select for resistant strains (Ling et al., 2015). Vitamin C (VC), also called ascorbic acid, is an essential nutrient of humans. VC is a potential antioxidant and known to be effective in treatment of scurvy, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, gout, and cataracts (Hodges et al., 1969; Vilchèze et al., 2013; Padayatty et al., 2003). Apart from the fact that VC plays an important role in human health, it has little side effects and is easily available at low cost. Previous studies showed that VC exhibited high efficacy in killing Gram-positive strains by inducing oxidative stress, as well as the ability to inhibit biofilm formation in Escherichia coli (Vilchèze et al., 2013; Shivaprasad et al., 2021). In this work, we provide evidence to prove that VC can be used effectively to treat infections caused by CR-hvKP.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High doses of VC eradicate CR-hvKP

In vitro susceptibility test results showed VC that exhibited antimicrobial effect on CR-hvKP strains KP1088 and HvKP3 with minimum inhibitory concentrations of 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL, respectively. The pH of LB broth with 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL VC were 4.08 and 3.85, respectively. We adjusted the pH of the medium from 4.0 to 7.0 and found that the acidic environment would not inhibit the growth of bacteria, indicating that the acidic environment itself would not have antibacterial activity. We also determined the MIC of KP1088 and HvKP3 treated with sodium acetate in MHB broth with different pH (4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0) and the MIC values were all 128 mg/mL, suggesting that acetate had weaker antibacterial effect than acetic acid and the acidic environment could not enhance the antibacterial effect of acetate.

To further elucidate the bactericidal effect of VC on the two CR-hvKP strains, a time-kill curve assay was performed. The growth of KP1088 at both early (Figure 1A) and late exponential phases (Figure 1B) were found to be inhibited by VC at 8 mg/mL (MIC) within 12 h. Bacterial cells in the late exponential phase were less sensitive than those in the early growth phase because VC at 2-fold MIC was required to eradicate the strains within 24 h. Similarly, VC at 16 mg/mL also exhibited a bactericidal effect on HvKP3 at both early exponential phase (Figure 1C) and late exponential phase (Figure 1D) upon incubation for 24 h at 37°C.

The potential of CR-hvKP to evolve into phenotypically VC resistant strains in vitro was determined by performing serial passages of KP1088 and HvKP3 under different concentrations of VC for a period of seven days or more. No resistant mutants emerged upon exposure to VC during the test period, indicating that CR-hvKP could not develop resistance to VC without losing physiological fitness (Figure 1E).

VC disrupts biofilm formation in CR-hvKP

Because biofilm plays a major role in expression of the resistance and virulence phenotypes of CR-hvKP, the ability of K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 and HvKP3 to form biofilm was evaluated by crystal violet assay. The cut-off value (ODc) was found to be 0.12 and the final absorbance of K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 and HvKP3 biofilm were 0.2716 ± 0.0166 and 0.2503 ± 0.0028, respectively (Figure 2). As such, the two test strains (ODtest) were regarded as both moderate biofilm producers (2*ODc<ODtest ≤ 4*ODc) after incubation for 24 h (Extremina et al., 2011). Compared to the biofilm biomass of K. pneumoniae KP1088 and HvKP3 which received no treatment, formation of K. pneumoniae KP1088 biofilm was found to be stimulated by 4 mg/mL of VC, yet 8 mg/mL of VC or a higher dosage inhibited biofilm formation in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2A). On the other hand, 4 mg/mL of VC was sufficient to exhibit anti-biofilm effect on K. pneumoniae strain HvKP3, with further reduction of the HvKP3 biofilm biomass observable when treated
with higher doses of VC (Figure 2B). After biofilms of KP1088 and HvKP3 were treated with different concentrations of VC for 24 h, the viable cells were counted and recorded (Figures 2C and 2D). VC at 4 and 8 mg/mL could not inhibit the growth of both KP1088 and HvKP3, suggesting that the inhibition effect of 8 mg/mL of VC on biofilm was not coming from its antimicrobial effect. When biofilms of KP1088 and HvKP3 were treated with 16 mg/mL VC, a significant decrease in the number of viable cells (p < 0.005) was detected. Biofilm and EPS of the two strains treated with 16 mg/mL VC were also reduced, indicating that both the antimicrobial effect and the inhibition in EPS formation of VC resulted in the anti-biofilm activity of VC.

CLSM images suggested that VC can effectively inhibit biofilm formation in strains KP1088 and HvKP3 and disrupt existing biofilm on glass slides (Figure 2E). The cultures grown with VC at 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL or without VC followed by fixation and fluorescence staining with SYTOX Green (nucleic acid staining) were visualized using a confocal laser scanning microscope. The biofilm structure of the two cultures treated with VC appeared fragmented and fewer microcolonies were left on the slides after treatment. Biovolume of KP1088 and HvKP3 cells incubated with different concentrations of VC was also analyzed and calculated using COMSTAT (Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark) (Figures 2F and 2G) (Heydorn et al., 2000; Vorregaard, 2008). Upon treatment with various concentrations of VC, biovolumes from biofilm of KP1088 and HvKP3 were significantly reduced in a dose-dependent manner.
To further ascertain that the changes in biofilm structure of the two strains was inflicted by VC, SEM imaging was performed to visualize the effect of low concentration VC (4 mg/mL, one-fourth MIC) on the biofilm of *K. pneumoniae* strain HvKP3. The biofilm of this strain formed well on glass slides but began to disintegrate upon treatment with even low concentration of VC (Figure 3).

**Antimicrobial and anti-virulence effect of VC on CR-hvKP**

**Generation of ROS**

The antimicrobial activity of VC was based on its prooxidant action and subsequent generation of ROS (Shivaprasad et al., 2021). Previous studies showed that high concentration of VC stimulated the generation of ROS in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* cells, resulting in lipid oxidation, redox unbalance, and DNA damages (Vilchez et al., 2013). Furthermore, ROS was also generated in *E. coli* during treatment with high concentration of VC, inhibiting bacterial growth (Shivaprasad et al., 2021). To evaluate the role of VC in inducing ROS production in CR-hvKP, DCF-DA assay was performed to measure cellular ROS accumulation because the DCF-DA fluorescence intensity is proportional to the ROS level. The fluorescence intensity of *K. pneumoniae* strain KP1088 and HvKP3

---

**Figure 2. Biofilm formation in CR-hvKP strains upon treatment with VC**

(A and B) Biofilm formation in KP1088 (A) and HvKP3 (B) upon treatment with different concentrations of VC for 24 h. Data are representative of their experiments performed in triplicate.

(C and D) Viable cell counting of KP1088 (C) and HvKP3 (D) biofilm treated with various concentrations of VC for 24 h.

(E) CLSM imaging of biofilm formation in strain KP1088 and HvKP3 upon treatment with VC. The left column is images of biofilm of KP1088 without treatment and after treatment with 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL of VC. The right column is images of HvKP3 biofilm without treatment and after treatment with 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL of VC.

(F) COMSTAT analysis of biovolumes from KP1088 biofilm treated with VC.

(G) COMSTAT analysis of biovolumes from HvKP3 biofilm treated with VC. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.005, ***,p < 0.0005, ****p < 0.00005 (independent t-test).

To further ascertain that the changes in biofilm structure of the two strains was inflicted by VC, SEM imaging was performed to visualize the effect of low concentration VC (4 mg/mL, one-fourth MIC) on the biofilm of *K. pneumoniae* strain HvKP3. The biofilm of this strain formed well on glass slides but began to disintegrate upon treatment with even low concentration of VC (Figure 3).
treated with 8 mg/mL or 16 mg/mL of VC was found to increase when compared to the untreated control and an even higher rate of increase was observed when the VC concentration increased from 8 mg/mL to 16 mg/mL. These findings suggested that treatment with VC caused intracellular accumulation of ROS in K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 and HvKP3 in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 4A).

**EPS production**

Bacterial cell surface polysaccharide plays an important functional role in biofilm formation and virulence expression (Knecht et al., 2020). The organized type of polysaccharides was termed a capsule with a distinct structure (CPS), whereas the released type is an EPS (Majkowska-Skrobek et al., 2016). EPS is an essential component of the extracellular biofilm matrix in the biofilm scaffold (Ostapska et al., 2018). The function of EPS also includes protecting bacterial cells from antibiotics, environmental stress such as dehydration, and host immune defenses (Vu et al., 2009). As shown in Figure 4B, the production of EPS by K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 and HvKP3 treated with sub-MIC concentration of VC (2 mg/mL) was enhanced, yet higher concentration of VC was found to inhibit EPS production, as the amount of EPS produced by strain KP1088 and HvKP3 treated with 8 mg/mL VC was reduced by 3-fold and 5-fold, respectively.

**CPS production**

The virulence level of capsulated pathogenic bacteria is highly dependent on the structure of CPS (Ces-cutti, 2010). Uronic acid, which is an essential component in a capsule, has been used as a marker for quantification of the amount of capsular substance produced by bacterial pathogens (Walker et al., 2019). Figure 4C showed that VC could effectively reduce the CPS content in both test strains. Exposure of K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 to 4 mg/mL of VC leads to a 3-fold reduction in CPS production and VC-treated HvKP3 (4 mg/mL) exhibited a 10-fold reduction when compared to the untreated control.

**Bacterial membrane proton motive force (PMF) dissipation**

Because VC can serve as a stable donor of a single hydrogen atom which may undergo direct or concerted electron/proton transfer (Njus et al., 2020), we speculated that VC might cause bacterial PMF dissipation. A potential-sensitive dye, DiSC3(5), was employed to determine the effect of VC on CR-hvKP bacterial cell membrane PMF (Te Winkel et al., 2016). DiSC3(5) accumulates in polarized cells and would be released to media upon dissipation of bacterial membrane potential, resulting in increased fluorescence (Morin et al., 2011). Valinomycin, a K⁺ carrier, was employed as the positive control. In comparison with the untreated cells, 5 μg/mL of valinomycin caused dissipation of the membrane potential of KP1088 and HvKP3 by increasing the membrane permeability to K⁺ in a medium containing 100mM of KCl. Upon addition of VC, the membrane potential of KP1088 and HvKP3 was also found to dissipate rapidly, resulting in significant increase in fluorescence signal (Figure 5).

**Efflux inhibition**

Because most efflux transporters are driven by proton motive force, Nile red efflux assay was employed to examine the effect of VC on efflux pump activities (Li et al., 2015). Nile red is an efflux pump substrate which...
Figure 4. Antibacterial and anti-virulence effect of VC on *K. pneumoniae* strain KP1088 and HvKP3

(A) ROS generation in *K. pneumoniae* strain KP1088 and HvKP3 after 4 h exposure to VC of different concentrations. ROS production is expressed as the fluorescence intensity of ROS upon normalization to viable-cell counts. Anti-virulence effect of VC on *K. pneumoniae* strain KP1088 and HvKP3.

(B) EPS production in *K. pneumoniae* KP1088 and HvKP3 upon incubation overnight in the presence of different concentrations of VC. The production of EPS was determined and expressed as glucose equivalents by matching against a glucose standard curve.

(C) CPS production of KP1088 and HvKP3 incubated overnight in the presence of different concentrations of VC. CPS production was determined by matching against a uronic acid standard curve and normalized to the total viable bacterial cell counts. Results were expressed as uronic acid equivalents per 10^6 CFU. All experiments were performed in triplicate, and the mean ± SD is shown.
becomes strongly fluorescent upon partitioning into the bacterial membrane and could be pumped out of the cell immediately (Bohnert et al., 2010). Carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), an ionophore, was employed as a positive control to inhibit efflux activities (Baron and Rolain, 2018). Incubation of KP1088 (Figure 6A) and HvKP3 (Figure 6C) with VC resulted in reduction in export of Nile red in a dose-dependent manner. 50mM of glucose was then added to the test medium to test the ability to energize the efflux pump and restore efflux activities. The inhibitory effect of CCCP was effectively counteracted by addition of glucose and Nile red was rapidly transported out from bacterial cell membrane in the presence of glucose. In comparison, the energization effect of glucose was not obvious in cells treated with VC. Nevertheless, KP1088 and HvKP3 treated with 4 mg/mL of VC were still viable according to the time-kill curve, suggesting that the increase in fluorescence was not because of the death of the bacterial cell. Washout of CCCP eliminated the inhibition effect of Nile red efflux, yet washout of VC had no effect on the reduced Nile red efflux in KP1088 and HvKP3, confirming that the inhibitory effect of VC was not readily reversible by addition of glucose (Figures 6B and 6D) (Reens et al., 2018).

**VC-induced alteration in gene expression**

To further evaluate the anti-virulence activity of VC, the transcriptional responses of both strains KP1088 and hvKP3 in the presence of VC at 4 mg/mL were determined. The *rmpA* and *rmpA2* gene encode capsule biosynthesis and hence the mucoid phenotype in hvKP strains (Lin et al., 2019). According to previous studies, strain KP1088 carried both the *rmpA* and *rmpA2* genes, and that strain hvKP3 carried the *rmpA2* gene only (Gu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016a). qRT-PCR analysis suggested that exposure to VC suppressed the expression of *rmpA2* in strain hvKP3 by 27.3-folds. In strain KP1088, expression of *rmpA* was suppressed by 2.8-folds by VC; however, *rmpA2* expression was not affected, with expression level being 1.5-fold of the non-treatment control (Figure 7). Based on these findings, we speculate that the anti-virulence activity of VC was associated with its ability to inhibit the transcription of capsule synthesis genes.

---

**Figure 5. Membrane potential determination in CR-hvKP**

(A and B) Determination of effect of different concentrations of VC on bacterial cell membrane potential of strain KP1088 (A) and HvKP3 (B). The K⁺ transporter valinomycin (5μM) was used as positive control. The assay was conducted with 100mM of KCl. All experiments were performed in triplicate, and the mean ± SD is shown.
Fimbriae are another major virulence factor of *K. pneumoniae* which play a role in adherence of the bacterium to eukaryotic epithelial cells (Paczosa and Mecsas, 2016). The mannose-sensitive type 1 fimbriae encoded by the fimABCDEFGHIK locus and the mannose-resistant type 3 fimbriae encoded by the mrkABCDEFGJ locus are major adhesive fimbriae structures (Paczosa and Mecsas, 2016). K. pneumoniae also produces a fimbria known as *E. coli* common pilus (ECP), with the ecpA gene encoding the major pilin subunit (Alcántar-Curiel et al., 2013). In this work, the fimB, mrkJ, and ecpA genes were found to be downregulated by 2.0, 6.2, and 5.3-folds in strain hvKP3 upon treatment with VC. In strain KP1088, the expression level of ecpA was suppressed by 20.0-folds after exposure to VC, but that of genes fimB and mrkJ did not alter significantly (Figure 7). The possibility that the anti-virulence activity of VC may be mediated through repressing the expression of fimbriae-associated genes cannot be ruled out.

To further confirm the inhibitory effect of VC on biofilm formation, the transcript levels of biofilm-associated genes of *luxS* and *galF* were tested, with results showing that there was a decrease in transcription of both genes in strain KP1088 (4.1 and 4.4-folds, respectively) upon exposure to VC. In strain hvKP3, the expression level of both genes was also slightly upregulated (by 2.5 and 1.1-folds, respectively). Previous studies demonstrated that external bacterial structures including fimbriae and capsules play an important role in biofilm formation (Ribeiro et al., 2016). The general trend of downregulation in expression of the biofilm-associated, capsule-associated, and fimbriae-associated genes is likely the molecular mechanism that underlies the anti-biofilm effect of VC on CR-hvKP strains.

**VC exhibits antimicrobial effect in mouse infection model**

The in vivo antimicrobial effect of VC on CR-HvKP strains was further tested in a mouse infection model. Mice infected with $1.0 \times 10^4$ CFU KP1088 died within 60 hpi when treated with saline alone, but the survival rate increased to 70 and 80% when treated with 20 mg/kg and 80 mg/kg VC, respectively (Figure 8A). The
therapeutic effect of VC on mice infected with $6.4 \times 10^4$ CFU HvKP3 was also tested. Mice treated with saline alone died within 48 hpi, but treatment with 20 mg/kg and 80 mg/kg of VC could lead to 50 and 30% survival of the mice within 72 hpi, respectively (Figure 8B).

The clinical value of VC in treatment of human diseases has been widely discussed but remains controversial (Naidu, 2003). It is well known that VC is both antioxidant (inhibiting oxidation reaction) and prooxidant (inducing oxidative stress), depending on the intracellular and extracellular concentration of VC, as well as the cellular environment (Podmore et al., 1998; Frei et al., 1989). The antibacterial effect of VC in vitro was widely described in previous studies. VC is known to exhibit inhibitory effects on bacterial species such as S. aureus (Isela et al., 2013), M. tuberculosis (Vilchéze et al., 2013), E. coli (Shivaprasad et al., 2021), Helicobacter pylori (Tabak et al., 2003), Campylobacter jejuni (Ghosh et al., 2019), and fungi such as Aspergillus niger and A. flavus (Gupta and Guha, 1941) and inhibit biofilm formation by inhibiting EPS production (Pandit et al., 2017; Helgadóttir et al., 2017). The sterilization effect of VC at high concentration was because of the production of ROS through eliciting the Fenton reaction in the presence of Fe$^{3+}$ (Shivaprasad et al., 2021; Vilchéze et al., 2013). The reaction occurs in the presence of metal ions, such as Fe$^{3+}$, in an acidic environment. The acidity of the medium containing high concentration VC created the condition required for onset of the Fenton reaction (Pehlivan, 2017). It should be noted that the Fenton reaction was limited in the human body in which metal-binding proteins could sequester free metal ions (e.g. ferric ions) (Carr and Frei, 1999). Previous studies demonstrated that hvKP strains encode ferrichrome, as well as ferric and heme iron uptake systems, so that the level of ferric ions is relatively high in hvKP strains (Hsieh et al., 2008; Choby et al., 2020). The chemically diverse siderophores produced by hvKP included aerobactin, yersiniabactin, salmochelin, and enterobactin, the activity of which was reported to be six- to 10-fold higher than that of cKP (Russo et al., 2015). The large amount of ferric ions in bacterial cells renders Fenton reaction possible in vivo. In this study, we employed two CR-hvKP strains, KP1088 and HvKP3 to study the antibacterial potential of VC on CR-hvKP; our results showed that VC could eradicate the two strains, with MICs being 8 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL, respectively. The antimicrobial potential of VC on CR-hvKP was higher than that on E. coli (MIC at around 22 mg/mL) as reported previously (Shivaprasad et al., 2021). The bactericidal effect of VC on CR-hvKP strains is because of the prooxidant properties of VC. Intracellular VC stimulated the production of excess intracellular ROS, which causes DNA damage, lipid peroxidation, protein denaturation, and finally cell death (Rowe et al., 2008; Khan et al., 2019, Cabiscol et al., 2000).

Formation of biofilm enhances the ability of bacteria to colonize and cause infections in the gastrointestinal, respiratory, and urinary tract by conferring protection against environmental stresses and antimicrobial agents (Piperaki et al., 2017). Reduction in the amount of biofilm renders bacterial cells more exposed to the hazardous environment. EPS is the major component of the biofilm matrix (da Silva et al., 2019). In this

Figure 7. qRT-PCR analysis of CR-hvKP treated with VC
Fold expression of the mucoid phenotype-encoding genes, fimbriae genes, and biofilm-related genes in K. pneumoniae strain KP1088 and HvKP3 cells with or without treatment with VC at concentrations of 0.5 x and 0.25 x MIC, respectively. Mean ± SD from three replicates are depicted.
study, we found that production of EPS was significantly reduced in the presence of VC at a concentration of 4 mg/mL or higher, thereby effectively inhibiting biofilm formation.

Efflux pumps play an important role in the development and maintenance of biofilms by transporting the required molecules for formation of biofilm; these include EPS and quorum sensing associated molecules (Reza et al., 2019). Results in this study suggest that the activities of efflux pumps were inhibited by VC in a dose-dependent manner, resulting in disruption of EPS transportation and biofilm formation.

CPS and fimbrial adhesins were both major virulence factors in hvKP (Khaertynov et al., 2018). Results in this study showed that production of CPS was suppressed in the presence of 4 mg/mL of VC. As CPS must be exported to the bacterial surface through efflux activities, the inhibition effect of VC on efflux also affects formation of the capsule (Figure 9).

Limitations of the study

In this study, VC at relatively high concentrations (20 and 80 mg/kg) was used to treat infections caused by CR-hvKP and the treatment with 20 mg/kg and 80 mg/kg of VC could lead to 50 and 30% survival of the mice infected with HvKP3 within 72 hpi, respectively (Figure 8B). In a previous study, VC was reported to enhance the treatment efficacy of rifampin on M. tuberculosis and the combination of the two drugs could reduce the bacterial burden (Vilchaze et al., 2018). The combinational use of VC and other antibiotics might further enhance the sterilizing effect and shorten infections treatment. Furthermore, the prevention of the formation of persister cells caused by VC was not investigated in this study. These could be potential directions for future study.

CONCLUSIONS

The emergence of CR-hvKP threatens human health as therapeutics options for treatment of infections caused by this pathogen have become extremely limited. There is an urgent need to develop...
antimicrobials which are safe and ready for clinical use. In this study, we not only identified VC as a potential antibacterial agent against CR-hvKP with minimal chance of resistance development, but also validated its bactericidal effect in the mouse infection model. ROS production induced by VC exerts a strong bactericidal effect in a dose-dependent manner. In addition, we found that VC at subminimum inhibitory concentration (sub-MIC) could inhibit the activity of efflux pump, resulting in disruption of EPS transportation and biofilm formation. Furthermore, VC is also an efficient anti-virulence agent which suppresses the production and transportation of CPS, as well as the expression of various virulence-associated genes including rmpA and rmpA2 (capsule formation), fimB, mrkJ, and ecpA (fimbriae formation) and luxS, galF, fimB, mrkJ, ecpA, rmpA, and rmpA2 (biofilm formation). Based on these functional properties, we believe that VC may serve as a reliable antimicrobial agent against CR-hvKP and possibly other bacterial pathogens.
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**STAR METHODS**

**KEY RESOURCES TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bacterial strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP1088</td>
<td>Patients in our previous studies (Zhang et al., 2016b)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HvKP3</td>
<td>Patients in our previous studies (Gu et al., 2018)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C (ascorbic acid)</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>CAS: 50-81-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical commercial assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYTOX™ Green Nucleic Acid Stain</td>
<td>ThermoFisher</td>
<td>Catalog number: S7020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiSC3(5) (3,3'-Dipropylthiadicarbocyanine Iodide) Stain</td>
<td>ThermoFisher</td>
<td>Catalog number: D306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM-H2DCFDA (General Oxidative Stress Indicator)</td>
<td>ThermoFisher</td>
<td>Catalog number: C6827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software and algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphPad Prism 8</td>
<td>GraphPad Software Inc. San Diego, CA, USA</td>
<td><a href="https://www.graphpad.com/">https://www.graphpad.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMSTAT</td>
<td>Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark</td>
<td><a href="http://www.comstat.dk/">http://www.comstat.dk/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESOURCE AVAILABILITY**

**Lead contact**

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact Sheng CHEN (shechen@cityu.edu.hk).

**Materials availability**

This study did not generate new unique reagent.

**Data and code availability**

All data used in this manuscript are time-kill curves, microscopy images. All data are available upon request from the corresponding author. This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

**EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS**

**Bacterial strains and reagents**

CR-hvKP strains HvKP3 and KP1088 were isolated from patients in our previous studies (Gu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016a). Briefly, K. pneumoniae strain KP1088, which belongs to ST11 and serotype K1, was isolated from a 67-year-old patient after surgical treatment of multiple injuries. Strain KP1088 was resistant to carbapenems, cephalosporins, aminoglycosides but susceptible to polymyxins, tigecycline, and quinolones (Zhang et al., 2016a). K. pneumoniae strain HvKP3 was isolated from a 65-year-old patient admitted to the hospital after a car accident. Belonging to ST11 and serotype K47, strain HvKP3 was resistant to carbapenems, cephalosporins, monobactams, penicillin, aminoglycoside, quinolones and polymyxins but remained susceptible to tigecycline (Gu et al., 2018). The hypervirulence phenotypes of both strains have been validated by experiments using different animal models previously (Gu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016a). VC, also called L-Ascorbic acid, was purchased from Sigma (USA).

**Strain culturing**

The strains were grown overnight on LB agar plates or in LB broth with shaking at 250 rpm at 37°C.

**In vivo animal studies**

Mice were male ICR mice at 4 to 5 weeks. Animal infection experiments were approved by the Research Animal Care and Use Committee of City University of Hong Kong.
METHOD DETAILS

Antimicrobial susceptibility tests

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of VC on CR-hvKP strains was conducted by using a broth dilution method as described previously and interpreted according to the Clinical & Laboratory Standards Institute guideline. To further determine the bactericidal effect VC on hypervirulent K. pneumoniae strain HvKP3 and KP1088, the time-dependent killing curve was determined as described previously with slight modifications (Liu et al., 2020). Briefly, the two strains in the early exponential phase and late exponential phase were treated with a series of concentrations of VC and incubated at 37°C overnight. At each time point, 100µL aliquots were collected and serially diluted for viable counting. The colony counts were conducted in triplicate.

Assessment of anti-biofilm effect

The anti-biofilm effect of VC was evaluated according to methods described previously, with minor modifications (Liu et al., 2012). Briefly, overnight cultures of OD600 of 0.1 were incubated with different concentrations of VC for 24 hours without shaking. Sterile TSB medium containing 1% glucose was used as negative control. Cells that were adherent to the wells were stained with 200 µL of 0.1% of crystal violet for 30 minutes. The absorbance of each well was recorded at 540 nm using SpectraMax® ABS Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices, United States). The ability of the test organisms to form biofilm in the presence and absence of VC was evaluated as described previously (Extremina et al., 2011). The average OD values of all test strains and negative controls (nc) was determined and the cut-off value (ODc) was calculated as the sum of the average OD of the negative control (ODNC) and three standard deviation of negative control (SDnc) [ODc = average ODnc + (3 × SDnc)]. The ability of strains to develop biofilms were divided into the following categories:

- OD ≤ ODc = non biofilm producer;
- ODc < OD ≤ 2×ODc = weak biofilm producer;
- 2×ODc < OD ≤ 4×ODc = moderate biofilm producer;
- 4×ODc < OD = strong biofilm producer.

Observation of biofilm structure with confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)

The impact of VC on bacterial biofilm formation was visualized by CLSM according to methods described previously, with slight modifications (Rinaudo et al., 2010). Overnight cultures were inoculated onto a glass slide placed in a Petri dish, and incubated in the presence and absence of VC at 37°C for 24 hours. Cells that adhered to the glass slide were washed and fixed, followed by staining with SYTOX Green. The biofilm was imaged by the Zeiss LSM 880 Confocal Microscope (Jena, Thuringia, Germany) at 488 nm. To further examine the effect of VC on biofilm formation, SEM was performed according to the procedure previously described, with slight modifications (Chhibber et al., 2017). Briefly, biofilm was grown on a sterile glass slide placed in Petri dish and treated with VC as described above. Adherent cells were washed and fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde, followed by dehydration with 50% ethanol and 100% ethanol. The biofilm structure was observed using a scanning electron microscope (Tescan VEGA3).

Assessment of accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

To determine the level of ROS accumulation in strain KP1088 and HvKP3 upon treatment with different concentrations of VC, a DCF-DA assay was performed according to the methods described previously, with slight modifications (Dridi et al., 2015). Briefly, overnight cultures of strain KP1088 and HvKP3 were diluted 100-fold and incubated at 37°C for two hours. The cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.1 with fresh LB media and treated with different concentrations of VC for 4 hours. The cells were then stained with DCF-DA, followed by measurement of fluorescence using a SpectraMax® iD3 Multi-Mode Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices, Austria).

Extracellular polymeric substance production

Overnight culture of KP1088 and HvKP3 were diluted 100-fold in LB broth and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. Six mL of the diluted cultures (1 × 10⁶ cells/mL) were treated with different concentrations of VC for 12 hours.
Extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) produced by the two test strains were extracted for quantification using the phenol-sulfuric acid assay according to methods described previously (Jung et al., 2013; Dubois et al., 1956).

Quantification of capsule polysaccharide by uronic acid assay
Capsule polysaccharide (CPS) was extracted as described by Domenico et al (Walker et al., 2019), with slight modifications. Overnight cultures were diluted 100-fold in 3ml of LB media and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. Thereafter, the cultures were treated with different concentrations of VC and incubated overnight at 37°C. The amount of CPS in the treated samples were quantified and expressed in nanograms per 10^6 CFU.

Membrane potential assays using 3,3'-Dipropylthiadicarbocyanineiodide [DiSC3(5)]
Bacterial membrane potential was determined using the voltage-sensitive dye [DiSC3(5)] as described previously (Xu et al., 2020). The stained cells were treated with different concentrations of VC, followed by measurement of fluorescence over a 30-minute period by using a SpectraMax® iD3 Multi-Mode Microplate Reader. 5μM of valinomycin was added as the positive control.

Assessment of efflux inhibitory activity of VC
The inhibitory effect of VC on efflux activities was evaluated by using the dye Nile Red according to a method described previously, with some modifications (Reens et al., 2018). Briefly, VC treated bacterial cells (OD_{600} at 1.0) were stained with 5μM of Nile red for 3 hours at 37°C. The sample was then washed and resuspended with Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1mM MgCl2 and indicated concentrations of VC. In washout experiments, the stained cells were washed and resuspended in PBS with 1mM MgCl2 but not VC. After washing and adding the cells to 96-well black walled plates (~15 minutes), the fluorescence of the cell suspension was monitored for another 2.8 min, after which the cell suspension was triggered with 50 mM of glucose. The fluorescence level was then monitored for another 20 minutes.

Resistance development
The potential of the test strains to develop phenotypic resistance to VC was determined as described previously (Xu et al., 2020). Briefly, overnight cultures of the two strains were diluted 100-fold in fresh LB broth containing VC at concentrations of 0.25*MIC, 0.5*MIC, 1*MIC, 2*MIC and 4*MIC, followed by incubation for 24 hours at 37°C. Cultures treated with the second highest concentrations that allowed growth (OD ≥ 2) were resuspended in new fresh LB broth containing VC at concentrations of 0.25*MIC, 0.5*MIC, 1*MIC, 2*MIC and diluted100-fold. The serial passage was repeated daily for seven days, recording VC concentrations that supported growth at each passage.

qRT-PCR assays
Total RNA of the test strains was extracted using the QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Extracted RNA was treated with the Invitrogen TURBO DNA-free Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), followed by reverse transcription using the Invitrogen SuperScript™ III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) of the target genes was conducted in a Roche LightCycler 480 (Roche Diagnostic Ltd., Basel, Switzerland), using primers reported previously (Lin et al., 2011; Qian et al., 2020; Ares et al., 2016). The proC gene of K. pneumoniae was amplified with previously published primers and used as an endogenous reference gene (Gomes et al., 2018).

Mouse-infection model
The antimicrobial effect of VC on CR-HvKP strains was tested in an immunocompetent bacteremia infection model according to the method described previously, with some modifications (Xu et al., 2020). In this experiment, male ICR mice were divided into three groups (four mice per group) and infected intraperitoneally with 6.4 × 10^4 CFU of HvKP3 and 1.0 × 10^4 CFU of KP1088. At 1 hour post infection (hpi), the mice were injected intraperitoneally with VC at 20 mg/kg and 80 mg/kg, respectively. Four untreated animals were included as control. The mice were treated five times, each separated by 12 h. All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Subjects Ethics Sub-Committee of City University of Hong Kong.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All experiments were performed in triplicate and all data were presented as means ± SD. Unpaired t-test between two groups, or one-way ANOVA, was performed. Graphpad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc. San Diego, CA, USA) was used to calculate the p values (*, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.005, ###p < 0.0005, ####p < 0.00005).